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Conference Series LLC LTD is a renowned organization that organizes highly notable conferences around the world. Regenerative Medicine 2020 welcomes all the associates around the globe which is going to be held during May 29-30, 2019 in London, UK.

Regenerative Medicine 2020 welcomes the researchers and developers, professionals who are studying or analyzing in the fields of Stem Cell, Genetics, Regenerative Medicine, Cell Biology, etc., and other associated organizations to participate in the event and grasp knowledge about the recent researches regarding stem cell and regenerative medicine and their analysis. This conference will consist of the keynote talks, session talks, oral presentations, poster presentations, B2B networking etc. The aim of this global conference is to promote the recent advances in Stem Cell Therapy Research with its applications as well as the cell and gene therapy which stands as the new therapeutic approaches. The conference will also support and motivate the young researches in the fields of Stem Cells and Genetics Research to meet the new advancements.

Regenerative Medicine 2020 is a global platform to discuss and learn about Stem Cell Research, Regenerative Medicine its Current therapies and future research directions. The Conference includes B2B Meetings, Panel Discussions, Industry expert interactions, Roundtable meetings, Best Poster awards, and Best Oral presentation awards, Young Researcher Forums, e-Poster presentations, Video presentations by the experts from both Industry & Academic.

Global Stem Cell & Regenerative Medicine Market is expected to grow at a significant pace in future. A number of factors such as increasing disease incidence rates across the globe for diabetes, cardio-vascular diseases such as stroke, hypertension, etc., cancers that are difficult to treat and/or recover from post treatment, neurodegenerative diseases such Parkinson’s disease, Alzheimer’s Disease etc., along with a rising geriatric population have resulted in an increasing demand for more efficient therapeutic strategies, one of which is stem cell therapy for regenerative medicine.

On the basis of regional platform, global stem cell and regenerative medicine market is segmented into five major regions including North America, Europe, Asia Pacific, Latin America and Middle East & Africa region. North-America holds the highest shares in global stem cell and regenerative medicine market followed by Europe due to growth and expansion of pharmaceutical industry in the region. Globally, Asia Pacific is expected to see highest compound annual growth rate and is showcasing huge potential for the stem cell manufacturers to expand and strengthen their business in the region. This is due to the highest population along with increasing rate of cost efficient therapies in this region compared to the rest of the world. This rapid growth is mostly due to escalation of medical tourists from Europe & America who are attracted by lower prices for procedures, highly skilled medical professionals & smaller waiting list in countries such as China & India.

About Venue:

London is the capital and most famous city of England and the United Kingdom. Standing next to the brook Thames in the field of the south east of the island of celebrated Britain. London is a most important total metropolitan concerning the arts, commerce, education, entertainment, fashion, finance, healthcare, media, specialist services, follow a line of investigation after that development, seeing the sights also transportation. It is the world's biggest pecuniary center afterward has the fifth before sixth prime municipal spot GDP inwards the world. London is habitually regarded seeing that a planet cultural capital. It is the world's most-visited conurbation in the function of leisurely via worldwide arrivals along with has the world's principal metropolitan airport method considered next to passenger traffic. It is the world's most important investment destination, hosting additional worldwide retailers with ultrahigh-net-worth
persons than several additional cities. London's universities way the biggest concentration of elevated learning institutes taking part in Europe.
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